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that it could ride the storm. Even its Majority Socialist members
were convinced that a parliamentary regime could be maintained;
they insisted only on the abdication of the Emperor to give them
freedom of action. But Eisner's proclamation of the Republic of
Bavaria forced their hand. This was not evolution but revolution,
revolution depending on force., and the disruption of the Reich
for Eisner had proclaimed Bavaria a free state. Similar proclama-
tions were made in other states and all over Germany those in
authority hastened to submit to the new councils. On November 9
the revolution reached Army headquarters and the capital. At the
former it had been decided that no attempt could be made to
suppress the movement by force; it must be acquiesced in unless
orders came from a properly constituted political authority; the
Emperor showed his appreciation of the significance of this
abdications though it was not so much abdication as a comfortable
recourse to the old conception that a soldier's duty is to obey,
by contributing an ostentatious and very prudent abdication of
his own and fleeing to Holland. In the latter, with the streets
full of fraternizing soldiers and workmen, all with arms, and with
the confession of the military authorities that they had no troops
on which they could rely, the parliamentary cabinet took the
same course. In indecent haste it made over its power to the
Majority Socialists.
Between November 7 and November 9 the position of the
Majority Socialists had become impossible. By the 9th they had
virtually been left without a party, and by all the rules of the
revolutionary game had ceased to count. It had taken the Russians
eight months to transform the "February" into the "October"
revolution; a similar transformation, men said, would take the
German proletariat only as many days. That was the temper of
the only section of the nation that had the heart to make a
decision; that was the temper of its leaders on the day before
the revolution swept into Berlin. There is not the slightest doubt
that on that day Germany was within a hairbreadth of seeing
the attempt at the establishment of a proletarian dictatorship
strongly made. But it never was made. For all their long agitation
the revolutionary leaders were taken by surprise at the complete-

